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Software and Systems Integration: A Historical Perspective

During the Cold War era, military strategy was predicated on the belief that deterrence was assured through arms superiority—the ability to impose overwhelming force and mass on a global scale. These capabilities were achieved through scientific management principles imposed on a capital-intensive industrial base. This approach achieved significant economies of scale. But industrial management principles reinforced a functionally segregated “stovepipe” perspective within the defense establishment.

With the end of the Cold War, industrial-strength deterrence was no longer sufficient. Operational advantage now derives from speed, agility, and precision, which encourages adaptive planning, accelerated cycle times, and a collaborative approach to problem solving. Over the past decade, the DoD acquisition process has been realigning itself from a “system centric” to an “enterprise-wide” or “capabilities-based” paradigm. This strategic redirection reflects fundamental changes in national defense, driven by historic changes in the geopolitical landscape. Individual systems are not only becoming larger and more complex, but most are now expected to be integrated across a complex enterprise. The problem is further exacerbated by the fact that many programs lack a full appreciation of the extent of these integration efforts and therefore underestimate the work effort.

With more than four years of systemic analysis data gathered by the Systems and Software Engineering Directorate on program reviews, our engineers see that a lack of systems and software integration has caused many programs to perform in a suboptimal manner, contributing to cost, schedule, and performance issues. Functional specialization has its role, but successful system development could benefit from increasing multidisciplinary and collaborative approaches across engineering specialties and throughout the life cycle—in particular, attention to engineering early in the development life cycle.

This month’s Crosstalk features excellent articles on the topic of software and systems integration. In Leveraging Federal IT Investment With Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), Geoffrey Raines examines how an SOA offers federal senior leadership teams an incremental and focused path forward in utilizing decades of IT investment in existing systems. Five authors take an insider look at the Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company’s Requirement Modeling for the C-5 Modernization Program, detailing the process and showing its benefits. Paul E. McMahon explains how Agile techniques can help with the evolutionary acquisition of defense systems in Defense Acquisition Performance: Could Some Agility Help?

There are also two informative supporting articles this month that outline exactly what their titles suggest, with A Model to Quantify the Return on Investment Assurance by Ron Greenfield and Dr. Charley Tichenor, and Dr. Kelvin Nilsen’s Enforcing Static Program Properties in Safety-Critical Java Software Components.

As you consider the thoughts in these articles, remember that the software and system engineer’s role in combating global emergent threats is no less compelling than that of the front-line warriors whose lives often rest on how well we do our job. We should undertake our tasks with a dedication worthy of the challenge, and take a corresponding amount of pride in our accomplishments. As such, we should strive to coordinate and cooperate in order to accomplish the development of new systems better, faster, and at a reasonable cost.

Bruce Amato
Assistant Deputy Director, Software Engineering and Systems Assurance
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, Acquisition and Technology
Software and Systems Integration

Leveraging Federal IT Investment
With Service-Oriented Architecture®

Geoffrey Raines
The MITRE Corporation

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) builds on computer engineering approaches of the past to offer an architectural approach for enterprise systems, oriented around offering services on a network of consumers. For federal senior leadership teams, it offers a path forward, allowing for incremental and focused improvement of their IT support systems. With thoughtful engineering and an enterprise point of view, SOA offers positive benefits such as language neutral integration, component reuse, organizational agility, and the ability to leverage past investment in existing systems.

Similar to the nation’s Fortune 500 leadership, today’s federal leadership teams often find themselves facing significant IT investment and portfolio challenges. They have inherited a computing infrastructure that is often not uniform, and whose technologies span the recent history of computing. The IT infrastructures tend to have diverse environments, complex business logic, inconsistent interfaces, and limited sustainment budgets:

• **Diverse environments.** Mainframe systems, client/server systems, and multi-tier Web-based systems sit side-by-side, demanding operations and maintenance resources from a technology marketplace in which the cost of niche legacy technical skills continues to rise. The portfolio of systems are generally written in a number of different software development languages such as COBOL, Java, assembly, and C, requiring heterogeneous staff skill sets and experience in a variety of commercial products, some of which are so old that they no longer offer support licenses.

• **Complex business logic.** The systems often conform to a set of complex business logic that has developed over a number of years in response to evolving legal requirements, congressional reporting mandates, changes in contractor teams, and refinement of business processes. While some systems are new and robust, many are brittle and hard to modify, relying on technical skills not common in the marketplace that become increasingly more expensive. The maintenance tail on these systems is surprisingly high and competes for resources with required new functionality.

• **Inconsistent interfaces.** Interfaces between systems have grown up spontaneously without enterprise planning over many years. The interfaces are the result of one-off negotiations between various parts of the organization, and have been designed using many varied technologies during the organization’s IT history, following no consistent design pattern. Recent enterprise architecture efforts have documented the enterprise interfaces in diagrams that resemble a Rorschach inkblot test.

• **Limited sustainment budgets.** Even without the continuous downward pressure on IT budgets brought by competing national requirements and the view that IT should be increasingly viewed as a commodity, there are not enough budget resources or human resources to recast the portfolio of systems to be modern and robust in one action. David Longworth writes:

> According to analysts at Forrester Research, there are some 200 billion lines of COBOL—the most popular legacy programming language—still in use. Nor is it going away: maintenance and modifications to installed software increase that number by 5 billion lines a year. IBM, meanwhile, claims its CICS [Customer Information Control System] mainframe transaction software handles more than 30 billion transactions per day, processes $1 trillion in transaction values, and is used by 30 million people. [1]

Given budget constraints, an incremental approach seems to be required.

A Path Forward

SOA, as implemented through the common Web services standards, offers federal senior leadership teams a path forward given the diverse and complex IT portfolio that they have inherited, allowing for incremental and focused improvement of their IT support systems. With thoughtful engineering and an enterprise point of view, SOA offers several positive benefits.

Language Neutral Integration

Web-enabling applications with a common browser interface became a powerful tool during the ‘90s. In the same way that HTML defined a simple user browser interface that almost all software applications could create, Web services defined a programming interface available in almost all environments. The HTML interface at the presentation layer became ubiquitous because it was easy to create, as it was composed of text characters. Similarly, the foundational contemporary Web services standards use XML, which again is focused on the creation and consumption of delimited text. The bottom line is that regardless of the development language your systems use, your systems can offer and invoke services through a common mechanism.

Component Reuse

Given current Web services technology, once an organization has built a software component and offered it as a service, the rest of the organization can then utilize that service. Given proper service governance—including items such as service provider trust, service security, and reliability—Web services offer the potential for aiding the more effective management of an enterprise portfolio, allowing a capability to be built well once and shared, in contrast to sustaining redundant systems with many of the same capabilities (e.g., multiple payroll, trouble ticket, or mapping systems in one organization). Reuse, through the implementation of enterprise service offerings, is further discussed later in this article.

Organizational Agility

SOA defines building blocks of software capability in terms of offered services that meet some portion of the organization’s requirements. These building blocks, once defined and reliably operated, can be recombined and integrated rapidly. Peter
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Fingar stated, “Classes, systems, or subsystems [that] can be designed as reusable pieces. These pieces can then be assembled to create various new applications” [2]. Agility—the ability to more rapidly adapt a federal organization’s tools to meet their current requirements—can be enhanced by having well-documented and understood interfaces and enterprise-accessible software capabilities.

**Leveraging Existing Systems**

One common use of SOA is to encapsulate elements or functions of existing application systems and make them available to the enterprise in a standard agreed-upon way, leveraging the substantial investment already made. The most compelling business case for SOA is often made regarding leveraging this legacy investment, enabling integration between new and old system components. When new capabilities are built, they are also designed to work within the chosen component model. Given the size and complexity of the installed federal application system base, being able to get more value from these systems is a key driver for SOA adoption. David Litwack writes:

> The movement toward Web Services will be rooted not in the invention of radical new technology, but rather in the Internet-enabling and re-purposing of the cumulative technology of more than 40 years. Organizations will continue to use Java, mainframe and midrange systems, and Microsoft technologies as a foundation for solutions of the future. [3]

Of course, SOA as a concept has existed for many years, and communications between service consumers and providers have been implemented with a number of protocols and approaches before Web services. Web services standards have brought renewed contemporary interest in SOA because of its use of textual XML and its ability to be generated and consumed in diverse computing platforms.

The benefits mentioned, however, accrue only as the result of comprehensive engineering and a meaningful architecture at the enterprise level. SOA as a service concept in no way eliminates the need for strong software development practices, requirements-based life cycles, and an effective enterprise architecture. Done right, SOA offers valuable benefits; however, SOA without structured processes and governance will lead to traditional software system problems.

**The Increasing Span of Integration**

SOA and its implementing standards, such as the Web services standards, come to us at a particular point in computing history. While several key improvements (such as language neutrality) differentiate today’s Web services technologies, there has been a long history of integrating technologies with qualities analogous to Web services, including a field of study often referred to as Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). One of the key trends driving the adoption of Web services is the increasing span of integration being attempted in organizations today. Systems integration is increasing both in complexity within organizations and across external organizations. We can expect this trend to continue as we combine greater numbers of data sources to provide higher value information. Ronan Bradley writes:

> CIOs often have difficulty in justifying the substantial costs associated with integration but, nevertheless, in order to deliver compelling solutions to customers or improve operational efficiency, sooner or later an organization is faced with an integration challenge. [4]


During the '70s, electronics engineers experienced an architectural and design revolution with the introduction of practical, inexpensive, and ubiquitous integrated circuits (ICs). This revolution in the design of complex hardware systems is informative for contemporary software professionals now charged with building enterprise software systems using the latest technologies of Web services in the context of SOAs.

Like SOA, the IC revolution was fundamentally a distributed, multi-team, component-based approach to building large systems. Through the commercial marketplace, corporations built components for use by engineering teams around the world. Teams of engineers created building blocks in the form of IC components that could then be described, procured, and reused.

Like software services, every IC chip has a defined interface. The IC interface is described in several ways. First, the chip has a defined function—a predictable behavior that can be described and provides some value for the consumer. Next, the physical dimensions of the chip are enumerated. For example, the number and shape of pins is specified, as are the electronic signaling, timing, and voltages across the pins. All of these characteristics make up the total interface definition for the IC. Of course, software services do not have an identical physical definition, but an analogous concept of a comprehensive interface definition is still viable. Effective software components also possess a predictable and definable behavior.

Introducing and using ICs includes the following considerations:

- **Who Pays?** Building an IC chip the first time requires a large expenditure of resources and capital. The team who builds the IC spends considerable resources. The teams who reuse an IC, instead of rebuilding them, save considerable time and expense. A chip might take $500,000 to build the first time, and might be available for reuse in a commercial catalog for $3.99. The creation of the chip the first time involves many time-consuming steps including requirements analysis, behavior definition, design, layout, photolithography, testing, packaging, manufacturing, and marketing [6]. The team who gets to reuse the chip instead of rebuilding it saves both time and dollars. At the time, designs of over 100,000 transistors were reported as requiring hundreds of staff-years to produce manually [7].

- **Generic or Specialty Components?** Given the amount of investment required to build a chip, designs were purposely scoped to be generic or specific with particular market segments and consumer audiences in mind. Some chips only worked for very specific problem domains, such as audio analysis. Some were very generic and were intended to be used broadly, like a logic multiplexer. The bigger the market and the greater the potential for reuse, the easier it was for a manufacturer to amortize costs against a broader base, resulting in lower costs per instance.

- **Increased Potential Design Scope.** By combining existing chips into larger assemblies, an engineer could quickly leverage the power of hundreds of thousands of transistors. In this way, IC reuse expanded the reach of average engineers, allowing them to leverage resources and dollars spent far in excess of the local project budget.

- **Design Granularity.** The designer of an IC had to decide how much logic to place in a chip to make it most effective in the marketplace. Should the designer create many smaller-function chips, or fewer larger-function chips? Families of chips were often built with the inten-
tion of their functions being used as a set, not unlike a library of software functions. Often, these families of chips had similar interface designs such as consistent signal voltages.

- **Speed of integration.** As designers became familiar with the details of component offerings and leveraged pre-built functions, the speed at which an integrated product (built of many components) could come to market was substantially increased.

- **Catalogs.** When the collection of potential ICs offered became large, catalogs of components were then created and classification systems for components were established. Catalogs often had a combination of sales and definitive technical information. The catalogs often had to point to more detailed resources for the technical audiences purchasing the components.

- **Testing.** Technical documents defined the expected behavior of ICs. Components were tested by both the manufacturer and the marketplace. Anomalous behavior by ICs became noted as errata in technical specifications.

- **Engineering support.** IC vendors offered advanced technical labor support to customers in the form of application engineers and other technical staff. Helping customers use the products fundamentally supported product sales.

- **Value chains.** Value chains consume raw components and produce more complex, value-added offerings. ICs enabled value chains to be created as collections of chips became circuit boards, and collections of circuit boards became products.

- **Innovation.** ICs were put together in ways not anticipated by their designers. Teams who designed chips could not foretell all the possible uses of the chips over the years. Componentized logic allowed engineers to create innovative solutions beyond the original vision of component builders.

One might ask: “Were electrical engineers successful with this component-based approach?” Certainly the marketplace was populated by a very large number of offerings based in some part on ICs. Certainly many fortunes and value chains were created. The cost-effectiveness of the reuse approach was validated by the fact that it became the predominant approach of the electronics industry. In short, electronic offerings of the time could not be built to market prices if each chip, specification, module, or component had to be refabricated on each project.

Reuse, through component-based methods enabled by new technologies, led this revolution. Yet, the transformation took a decade to occur.

### An SOA Analogy

In many ways, the described IC chip revolution is analogous to the effort under way with Web services today. Clearly, Web services components have analogous interfaces definitions as well as defined and documented behaviors that provide some benefit to a potential consumer. One can also reasonably expect that the team producing the Web service will incur substantial expenses that consumers of the service will not. For example, high reliability requirements for the operation of a service and its server and network infrastructure can be a new cost driver for the service component.

**“The enterprise ... saves resources every time a project reuses a current software service rather than creating redundant services based on similar underlying requirements ...”**

For example, Project A might create a high-quality sorting function, and Project B could then compile that function into its own software application.

Though well-intentioned, the actual discovery and reuse of the source code modules did not happen on a large scale in practice. Reasons given for the lack of reuse (at the time) included: lack of trust of mission-central requirements to an external producer of the source code, failure to show a benefit to the contractor implementing later systems, inadequate descriptions of the behavior of a module to be reused, and inadequate testing of all the possible outcomes of the module to be reused [13].

All in all, the barriers to reuse were high.

### Service Reuse

The danger in describing the use of services as reuse is that the reader will assume I mean the source code reuse model just described. In fact, the nature of service reuse is closer to the model of the reuse of ICs by electrical engineers (as outlined in the Drawing Parallels section), though still having common issues of trust, defined behavior, and expected performance. In
plain terms, reuse in the service context
do not mean rebuilding a service, but
rather the using again or invoking of a ser-
vice built by someone else.
The enterprise as a whole saves
resources every time a project reuses a
current software service rather than creat-
ing redundant services based on similar
underlying requirements and adding to an
agency’s maintenance portfolio. Since a
system’s maintenance costs (over their life-
time) often exceed the cost to build them,
the enterprise saves not only in the de-
velopment and establishment cost of a new
service but also in the 20-plus year main-
tenance cost over the service’s life cycle.
As one Web vendor stated:

Web Services reuse is everything:
on top of the major cost savings ... 
reuse means there are fewer ser-
tives to maintain and triage. So
reuse generates savings—and fre-
quency of use drives value in the
organization. [14]

However, we should not assume a
straight-line savings, where running one
service is exactly half as costly as running
two services: as the cost of running a ser-
tive is also impacted by the number of
service consumers. Consolidation can
make the remaining service more popular,
with a greater demand on resources.

Reuse of a service differs from source
code reuse in that the external service is
called from across the network and is not
compiled into local system libraries or
local executables. The provider of the ser-
tvice continues to operate, monitor, and
upgrade the service (as appropriate).
Thanks to the benefits of contemporary
Web service technologies, the external
reused service can be in another software
language, use a completely different multi-
tiered or single-tiered machine architec-
ture, be updated at any time with a logic or
patch modification by the service provider,
represent five lines of Java or 5 million
lines of COBOL, or be mostly composed of
a legacy system written 20 years ago. In
these ways, service reuse is very different
from source code reuse of the past.

Some aspects of reuse remain un-
changed. The consumer of the service still
needs to trust the reliability and correctness
of the producer’s service. The consumer
must be able to find the service and have
adequate documentation accurately de-
scribing the behavior and interface of the
service. Performance of the service is still
key. As ZDNet’s Joe McKendrick stated:

Converging trends and business
necessity—above and beyond the
SOA ‘vision’ itself—may help
drive, or even force, reuse. SOA is
not springing from a vacuum, or
even from the minds of starr-eyed idealists. It’s becoming a nec-
essary way of doing business, of
dispersing technology solutions as
cost-effectively as possible. And,
ultimately, providing businesses
new avenues for agility, freeing up
processes from rigid systems. [15]

Mature SOAs should measure reuse as
part of a periodic portfolio management
assessment [16]. The Progress Actional
Web site stated that reuse is not only a key
benefit of SOA, but also something quant-
tifiable:

You can measure how many times a
service is being used and how many
processes it is supporting, thus the
number of items being reused. This
enables you to measure the value of
the service. [14]

The assessment of reuse can be effectively
integrated into the information repository
used for service discovery in the organiza-
tion—the enterprise catalog.

**SOA as an Enterprise
Integration Technology**

EAI is a field of study in computer sci-
ence that focuses on the integration of
systems of systems and enterprise applica-
tions. With the span of attempted systems
integration and data sharing continually
increasing in large organizations, the EAI
engineering discipline has become increas-
ingly central to senior leadership teams
managing portfolios of applications.

The fundamental EAI tenets
are based on traditional software engineering
methods, though the scale is often con-
siderably larger. While the traditional
software coder focused on the parameters
that would be sent to, and received
from, a function or procedure, the EAI
engineer focuses on the parameters that
are exchanged with an entire system. The
traditional coder might have been writing
one hundred source lines of code
(SLOC) for a function, while the EAI
engineer might be invoking a system with
a million SLOC and several tiers of hard-
ware for operational implementation.
However, the overall request/response
pattern is the same, and the logic issues
(such as error recovery) must still be han-
dled gracefully.

SOA can be considered another impor-
tant step in a 30-year history of EAI tech-
nologies. As Chris Harding stated: “SOA
eliminates the traditional spaghetti archi-
tecture that requires many interconnected
systems to solve a single problem” [17].

An SOA’s ability to run logic and func-
tions from across a network is not new.
Recent examples include Enterprise Java-
Beans by Sun Microsystems, Inc.,
Common Object Request Broker
Architecture by the Object Management
Group, as well as the Component Object
Model, Distributed Component Object
Model, and .NET from the Microsoft
Corporation. The various methods have
differed in the ease with which integration
could occur from a programmer’s point of
view, the methods for conveying run-time
errors, the ports required to be open on a
network, the quantity of enterprise equip-
ment to operate, and the general design
approaches to fault tolerance when failures
occur.

Like owners of many other systems of
systems environments, decision makers
for command and control systems and
intelligence systems have an opportunity
to leverage SOA to better enable more
rapid integration and reconnection of sys-
tem components. Services can be de-
veloped from legacy data sources and exist-
ing investment in procedural logic.
Aggregation and correlation services can
combine the output of more fundamental
services to add value for consumers.
Finally, registries can detail the ensemble
of IT services that an organization will
maintain as a portfolio.

**Conclusion**

SOA offers federal leadership teams a
means to effectively leverage decades of
IT investment while providing a growth
path for new capabilities. SOA provides a
technical underpinning for structuring
portfolios as a collection of discrete ser-
vices, each with a definable customer base,
an acquisition strategy, performance lev-
els, and a measurable operational cost.

A key current challenge for many fed-
eral organizations is the structuring of IT
portfolios around a component-based ser-
vice model and enforcing sufficient stan-
dards within their own organizational
boundaries, which can be quite large. As
the span of attempted integration contin-
ues to grow, the challenge of the next 10
years will be enabling that integration
model to bridge multiple external organi-
zations that undoubtedly will be using dis-
parate standards and tools.
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**The Agile/Waterfall Cooperative**

Agile and Waterfall methodologies have different ways of measuring progress, determining success, managing teams, organizing, and communicating. How can they be managed as part of a cohesive project portfolio? Can they coexist and still make the company successful? Software development expert Michele Sliger looks at how continuous improvement through time-boxed iterative deliveries and reviews, implementation of the most important items first, and constant collaborative communication lead to success. Sliger also provides transitional techniques (for Waterfall up-front, at-end, and in-tandem processes) and 10 keys to success.

**IBM Federal Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) Institute**
www-03.ibm.com/industries/government/us/detail/resource/N586710BB8615G50.html

The Federal SOA Institute’s mission is to help the government adopt and benefit from SOA by providing a robust educational environment, advanced solution development capabilities, and opportunities for innovation and collaboration. Along with helping serve that mission, this Web site assists federal agencies in identifying new ways to quickly build and utilize IT systems, integrate and reuse legacy systems, and reduce overall development, systems integration, and operations costs.

**Examples of C++ in Safety-Critical Systems**

Many have heaped praise on Ada and Java for safety-critical systems, and CROSSTalk is guilty as charged. Still, there are several examples of the tried-and-true C++ language serving as a perfect—and secure—alternative. As part of the C++TalkNet Forum, this site is an open discussion of C++ in safety-critical scenarios: how it’s being used successfully, personal experiences in usage and implementation, published research and conference proceedings, and overall support and encouragement for users of the lesser-known safety-critical systems alternative.

**Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) Air Vehicle – C++ Coding Standards**

If you’re a C++ programmer looking for a good set of rules for safety-critical and performance critical code, Lockheed Martin shares the tools its team successfully used for the DoD’s JSF program. This site provides direction and guidance that will enable C++ programmers to employ good programming style and proven programming practices leading to safe, reliable, testable, and maintainable code. As well, this document will help programmers develop code that conforms to safety-critical software principles.
Requirement Modeling for the C-5 Modernization Program®

Steven D. Allen, Mark B. Hall, Verlin Kelly, and Mark D. Mansfield
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company

Dr. Mark R. Blackburn
Systems and Software Consortium

This article outlines the approach and benefits of a requirement-based modeling effort for the Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company C-5 Modernization (C-5M) Program to upgrade the aircraft’s engines and improve the overall reliability of the aircraft. Requirement-based modeling resulted in more consistent, complete, and precise requirements and interface information to support the design and implementation process. Systems engineers used simulations to validate requirement models and detected a large number of requirement defects that were corrected well before software implementation.

The Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company C-5M Program is involved in the upgrade of aircraft engines and associated software systems to improve the overall aircraft reliability. Several C-5M project personnel had successfully used the software cost reduction (SCR) requirement modeling method to develop requirements for the C-130J Avionics System [1]. Requirement-based modeling develops precise behavioral requirements and formalizes interface information earlier in the development life cycle to support the design and implementation process. The C-5M Program implemented several related strategies for improving the specification, design, and implementation of the avionics software. These strategies supported on-schedule releases of major functional blocks with a significant reduction in post-release problem reporting and correction. This article focuses on the requirement specification process improvements realized through the use of requirement modeling and early requirement validation.

A requirement model is a formal specification of the required functional behavior of a component specified in terms of the interfaces to the component. The modeling process, supported by automated analysis provided in the modeling tool, helps detect requirement and interface problems. In addition, system engineers use a requirement simulator to validate modeled requirements prior to transfer to the designers and implementers. A requirement simulator is a tool that loads requirement models and supports scenario execution against the functional behavior captured in the model through a graphical user interface (GUI). A scenario is a sequence of input events that result in a corresponding sequence of internal state and output changes. A scenario can represent high-level system use cases or low-level component interactions. Unexpected state or outputs observed during the scenario simulation are often results of requirement defects.

The modeling process and requirement simulation exposed a large number of requirement defects. Fortunately, these defects were identified early in the project and corrected before the software implementation process. Integration problem reports (IPRs) provided a key measure of the defects against requirements, design, and implementation. The number of IPRs was reduced significantly when compared to a prior and similar project, the C-5 Avionics Modernization Program (AMP). This article provides IPR measurement and tracking data that substantiates the claimed process improvements and program benefits. This data supports the conclusion that the C-5M Program process—when compared to the C-5 AMP—detected defects earlier, had about half of the total number of defects, and (on average) corrected the defects twice as fast.

The C-5M Program will continue new development releases for the next several years. The C-5 AMP, now in sustainment, plans to apply the improved processes successfully applied by the C-5M Program. Investigations by the C-5 AMP suggest that large or complex upgrades can be developed and maintained more cost-effectively using the improved processes described in this article.

Process Overview

The C-5M project operates as a physically co-located integrated product team. Figure 1 provides a conceptual overview of the roles and flow of the artifacts that ultimately result in the target software; it also represents both the traditional process steps and roles (top of the figure), and modeling extensions (bottom of the figure) used to develop the C-5M software. The system engineer develops textual requirements as well as any other type of analytical model that is captured in a software requirement specification (SRS). The SRS requirements are developed

Figure 1: Process Roles and Flow
using a requirement specification language (RSL) that has a structured syntax and restricted set of verbs (e.g., acquire, validate, provide, and derive). The RSL was developed to complement the SCR modeling method. In parallel, there is a continuous requirement flow-down process. The lead software architect identifies the components of the software architecture and works with the software requirements modelers to formalize the requirements and associated interfaces into models.

The software requirements modeler develops requirement models from the SRS and interface control document (ICD) using a modeling tool that supports the SCR method. Models capture behavioral requirement and interface information (e.g., inputs, outputs, types, and ranges) extracted from an ICD. The modeling process often identifies requirement or interface problems that must be resolved through interaction between the system engineer or software architect. For example, interface specifications were captured in a database that is shared by the project team, including subcontractors, but they were not always complete or consistent during the early part of the program (e.g., the first 100 days). The requirement modeling process and associated tools force the interface information to be complete and consistent. Additional problems or anomalies are identified by the system engineers through requirement simulation of the models. Validated requirement models are linked to the software design document (SDD). The designers and implementers work directly from the SDD, requirement models, and interfaces to implement the code. These modeling-related extensions to the process help to improve the overall performance of the team. Better requirements and interface documentation allow software designers to focus on the detailed design and implementation of the code rather than chasing requirement issues or making assumptions that can result in costly rework.

**Interface-Driven Requirement Modeling**

SCR is a table-based modeling method that has been effective and easy to learn for most engineers [2]. The SCR modeling language has a well-defined syntax and semantics allowing for a precise and tool-analyzable specification of the required behavior. Models represent the required functionality of a component using tables to relate monitored variables (inputs) to controlled variables (outputs), as reflected in Figure 1. There are three basic types of tables: 1) mode transition tables, 2) event tables, and 3) condition tables. A mode transition table is a state machine, where related system states are called system modes, and the transitions of the state machine are characterized by events. An event occurs when any system entity changes value. A condition is a predicate characterizing a system state. A term is any function defined in terms of input variables, modes, or other terms. The SCR tables can be combined to specify complex relationships between monitored and controlled variables using mode or terms variables. This allows common conditions, events, and modes to be defined once and referenced multiple times.

Model developers should employ a goal-oriented approach and work backwards to specify functions and constraints for each output (controlled variable or term) of the component, using the following general guidelines:

- Create a table that assigns each computed value for the table output. The value can be specified using a simple assignment or complex function. This corresponds with the RSL action verb provide.
- Use a condition table to describe relationships between an output (or term) if the relationships are continuous over time. Identify all conditions that must be TRUE for each output assignment. Conditions relate to the RSL verb validate, because they are constraints on the inputs.

- Use an event table to describe relationships between an output (or term) if the relationships are defined at a specific point in time. Define the events and optional guard conditions that trigger the event for each output assignment.
- Use a mode transition table to describe relationships between an object if the relationship for a mode is defined for a specific interval of time (set of related system states). Identify the set of modes and define the event associated with each source-to-destination transition of the model transition table.

If there are common conditions that are related to constraints (i.e., conditions or events) of functions of two or more outputs (or terms), then define a term table that can be referenced by other tables. Term reference can be performed in a table assignment, condition, or event. Term variables correspond to the RSL verb derive, as terms are intermediate variables that can be referenced by other tables.


**Requirement Validation**

The modeling process forces the customer requirements to be translated into a language understood by the engineers. This formalization ensures common understanding between the system requirements engineer, lead software architect, and requirements modelers across the system and software interface boundary. Despite this, the system engineers responsible for developing textual requirements were initially reluctant to use the requirement simulator that was specifically designed to support the SCR method. However, after developing a few scenarios, they realized that their understanding of the requirements could be incomplete or incorrect, often due to the complexity of the system. This revised perspective was necessary since they had the domain knowledge to judge the correctness of the modeled requirements, making their input into the validation process critical.

The typical process for validating a scenario requires the system engineer to enter input values associated with a sequence of events using the GUI simulator. After each input, the system engineer observes and validates system outputs and internal states (e.g., terms). Model issues are exposed when sequences of events do not result in outputs that the system engineer expects for a particular scenario. The most common types of
problems identified through requirement validation result from inconsistencies in related model condition, mode, or event tables. Similar inconsistencies exist within textual requirements specifications, but the inconsistencies are often difficult to identify through manual inspection and reviews as the related requirement can often be separated in an SRS document by tens or hundreds of pages. Requirements models formally link the related requirements (as reflected by Figure 1), and tools can help detect inconsistencies or issues (e.g., logical contradictions, potential divide-by-zero situation) through simulation and automated analysis.

**Measurement Data**

The C-5M avionics software was developed in incremental blocks with each release of a software block occurring on-schedule and with full functionality. These fully functional, on-time software releases provide evidence justifying the improved process. However, IPR-related measurement data tracked on both the C-5M Program and the C-5 AMP provides an objective way to compare the program processes. Ideally, a program should have objectives such as to: 1) minimize the total number of IPRs, 2) detect IPR-related defects early, and 3) reduce the time to correct any IPR-related defect. The following IPR measurement data provides comparative data that relates to the stated objectives. Four base measures and one derived measure are used to substantiate the process improvements of the C-5M Program:

- **Base measure:** Number of days since first program IPR (i.e., referred to as program start).
- **Base measure:** Number of IPRs.
- **Base measure:** Date the IPR opened.
- **Base measure:** Date the IPR closed.
- **Derived measure:** Average days to approval = Date the IPR closed - Date the IPR opened.

The C-5M measurement analyst noted that a C-5M IPR was often more detailed and specific than a C-5 AMP IPR, due to the more detailed and precise requirements defined for C-5M using the improved processes. For example, a C-5M IPR might state very specific details such as:

the color of the pressure readout should be red, not yellow, when the pressure exceeds the pressure threshold limit.

For the C-5 AMP, a similar IPR might state:

the warning messages have invalid color settings.

As a result, the IPRs on C-5 AMP often had a broader scope relative to C-5M IPRs and required more time to investigate and implement the necessary corrective action, sometimes to the point where a single C-5 AMP IPR was equivalent in scope to two or more C-5M IPRs.

The next section provides measurement data that supports this claim. For example, the number of days to approve an IPR for the C-5 AMP was at some times almost three times longer than the number of days for an IPR-approval for the C-5M Program. Note that the numbers of Total IPRs and Days To Approve IPRs are not included in the measurement data in order to protect program-privileged information.

**Measurement Analysis**

Figures 2, 3, and 4 (on the following page) compare C-5M data against C-5 AMP measurement data in 100-day increments from the start of each respective program. These figures show the total number of accumulated IPRs. The number of IPRs for the C-5M Program was slightly higher than the C-5 AMP through the first 400 days of the program. The number of C-5 AMP IPRs increases significantly at about the 500th day of the program; by the 800th day, the number of C-5 AMP IPRs is about double the number of C-5M IPRs. Figure 2 shows a linear prediction that the expected number of IPRs for the C-5M Program over the next 200 days will total about a third of the number of IPRs for the C-5 AMP; this prediction is substantiated by the measurement data shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the number of IPRs added during each 100-day period (e.g., IPRs from 300th day to the 400th day). This view of the data shows that more IPRs were detected early in the C-5M Program. This suggests that requirement modeling and validation helped to detect defects early. Figure 3 also shows that starting at day 500, the IPRs for the C-5 AMP increased significantly. The number of C-5 AMP IPRs was nearly double the number of IPRs for the C-5M Program at the same point in time. The C-5M IPRs discovery rate continues to remain significantly lower than the C-5 AMP defects from day 500 through day 800.

Figure 4 provides data on the number of days required to approve a system change that corrects an IPR-related defect. The IPR approval process for the C-5M Program was longer at the beginning. The process defined in this article was not completely refined during C-5M’s first 100 days, and additional improvements were being put into place during the early days of program execution. However, the data indicates that the average approval period continued to decline through day 800 of the program. The combined data indicates that at 800 days, the number of detected IPRs by the C-5M Program is less but the time to correct the defect is significantly shorter than that for the C-5 AMP. The combined data supports the conclusion that the requirement modeling and validation provides a significant improvement in early defect identification, faster defect removal, and correction.

**Leveraging Models**

Approximately 90 percent of the detailed software design descriptions rely on the requirement models. The requirement model is linked to the SDD rather than having the design specified in-text. Models represent both high-level and low-level requirements (i.e., derived requirements). Unusual or complex designs are documented in the SDD using text, flow diagrams, or other engineering drawings (as needed). This is another process efficiency gained through leveraging the requirement modeling process. The model provided a formal, precise statement of the requirements that could be referenced directly in the SDD.

Common modeling patterns—such as data retrieval, data validation, and filtering—were identified and evolved for the different software components. The system
engineer and lead software modeler validated the patterns that were captured as model templates. The novice team members began development of requirement models using model templates. The model templates helped to promote additional consistency into the modeling process.

**Summary**

This article describes the approach and benefits derived through the use of requirement modeling for the C-5M Program. Requirement modeling helped to develop better requirements and interface information to support the design and implementation process. The systems engineers used requirement simulations of the models to validate the correctness and consistency of the requirements. The requirement modeling and simulation processes uncovered a large number of requirement defects prior to software implementation. In addition, measurement data substantiates the claimed process improvements and program benefits. Measurement data supports the conclusion that the C-5M Program process detected defects earlier, had about one-half of the total number of defects, and on average corrected the defects twice as fast as the C-5 AMP. Also described were the substantial benefits seen by the Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company and its customer from early validation of the systems and software requirements. The significant benefits realized on the C-5M Program have resulted in plans to incorporate this requirement modeling process into the C-5 AMP sustainment efforts for large and complex software-system upgrades.
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1. At the request of Lockheed Martin management, the horizontal line values for Figures 2, 3, and 4 have been removed.
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Defense Acquisition Performance: Could Some Agility Help?

Paul E. McMahon
PEM Systems

The problems with the Waterfall Model and the challenges involved with evolutionary acquisition of defense systems have been well-chronicled. This article describes how Agile techniques can be applied to address these challenges under today's defense acquisition regulations. The article employs a previously published hypothetical space system acquisition case study, along with a case study of a legacy modernization project that employed Agile techniques to aid the acquisition process.

In the May 2007 CROSSTalk article, "Defense Acquisition Performance Assessment – The Life-Cycle Perspective of Selected Recommendations," Dr. Peter Hantos analyzes the conceptual integrity of recent defense acquisition recommendations made in a Defense Acquisition Performance Assessment (DAPA) report. Hantos states that:

The acquisition life-cycle models of the DoD/National Security Space Acquisition Policy 03-01 policies are inherently Waterfall, and as such, inadequate for the acquisition of large-scale, software-intensive systems even if they are used with the intent of Evolutionary Acquisition. [1]

Much has been written over the past few years about the problems with the Waterfall Model, so the issues raised by Hantos are not surprising. Through the use of a hypothetical space system acquisition case study employing an evolutionary acquisition strategy, the following three key obstacles are identified and discussed in the primary sections of this article:

1. Funding for Risk Mitigation Alternatives
2. Deferring Non-Key Performance Parameter Requirements
3. The Inability to Define Measures of Technology Readiness

Over the past few years, Agile practices have also received attention mostly on small commercial projects in the software arena, although interest has recently been growing in the defense industry and on larger efforts [2]. This article describes how Agile techniques can help with the evolutionary acquisition of defense systems. In particular, this article explains how an Agile approach could be used to effectively tackle each of the three obstacles identified in the referenced article.

1. Funding for Risk Mitigation Alternatives

Traditional risk management approaches identify, categorize, and prioritize risks, along with establishing risk mitigation approaches. If the risk is high enough, alternatives may be pursued through distinct parallel activities (used as a backup in case the current course fails). Often, however, risk mitigation is handled through the normal engineering management activities without the need for added funding for alternatives.

Hantos also states that:

Having risk mitigation plans in the conventional sense is different from spiral planning. It involves the creation of additional plans to eliminate or gradually reduce the risk by having alternative course(s) of action lined up in case the risk materializes or its likelihood drastically increases. A key element of such risk planning is that funding for alternative actions needs to be provided in addition to the allocated, regular cost of development. [1]

How Do Agile Teams Mitigate Risk?

Successful Agile teams that I have observed deal with risk mitigation differently [2]. Rather than expend valuable resources on alternative approaches that may never get used, resources are focused on breaking the known problem down into manageable chunks and tackling each to systematically gain knowledge that reduces uncertainty. With the new knowledge gained, course corrections are acted upon in a timely fashion.

Key to Agile planning is not setting the plan in stone for the subsequent increment prior to assessing the new knowledge gained from the previous increment. Agile approaches provide risk mitigation by reducing the risk through a series of small course corrections rather than spending extra resources on distinct alternatives that may never be employed. The Agile approach does, however, require an understanding of how to continuously identify the current high-priority work that needs to be done now based on the latest knowledge of the risk, and what work to defer given the current available resources [3]. This leads to the second obstacle.

2. Deferring Non-Key Performance Parameter Requirements

In the case study described in [1], difficulties encountered when attempting to defer work on a space system legacy modernization project are analyzed:

Allowing program managers to defer non-key performance parameter requirements to later upgrades is an attractive proposition from the program manager's view. It provides an effective risk management tool by greatly expanding their decision-making authority and flexibility. In the context of our case study, how could the program manager using this newly acquired freedom reduce the scope of the first acquisition increment? Unfortunately, analysis shows there are not many opportunities after all. [1]

The challenges encountered when planning and executing the modernization of a critical legacy application are not insignificant. For example, Hantos alludes to the challenges related to convincing an end-user to incrementally accept partially modernized functionality when they need all of their current legacy functionality to do their job today. This leads to a question: Does the evolutionary acquisition concept fall apart when applied to modernizing tightly coupled critical legacy systems?

Deferring work is fundamental to Agile risk management practices. But the decision to defer work—and deciding what
work to defer—isn’t made by the program manager alone. As the following different case study demonstrates, the key value of work deferment isn’t in providing “freedom” to the program manager to “reduce the scope” of any particular increment of the project.

A Different Case Study Using Agile Practices to Modernize a Business-Critical Legacy System

Over the past few years, I was on a team that helped a client modernize a legacy system that is critical to their business. Using Agile practices, we attempted to plan an incremental approach to deploy the modernized functionality.

We started with the user interface. It was a chunk that could be broken off and integrated with the remaining legacy applications supporting incremental deployment. Some argued against this approach because the user interface was not viewed as the highest technical risk. With Agile practices, we attack high risks first—but technical risks are not necessarily the highest risks. In fact, we soon discovered that end-user buy-in was a higher risk, especially when modernizing a legacy system that is critical to an organization’s daily functions and has been in place for 40 years. We also discovered that by providing a modern user interface first—and by not only demonstrating this capability early, but also training end-users early and incrementally while listening intently to their feedback—we were able to build key relationships and a key support group that became crucial to keeping the project on firm ground and moving forward.

On the legacy modernization case study, similar to the space system case study article, the majority of the legacy application subsystems were too tightly coupled to be deployed in separate increments. But we also knew that due to the criticality of the full system (to the business) that it needed to be fully tested and accepted by the end-users prior to deployment. To meet this challenge, it was decided to continue with an evolutionary life cycle but deploy it incrementally to a lab environment where the new system could be tested and demonstrated, and where end-users could both provide feedback to developers and be given training.

Each increment of work culminated in a week-long lab session where previously agreed-to user scenarios were demonstrated and end-users were given hands-on operational training. It was during the hands-on lab time when end-users provided their most valuable feedback to the development team. These collaborative sessions proved invaluable as end-users became familiar with features that would simplify their current job, while also finding acceptable alternative approaches to non-key requirements that had been deferred to later increments. It is important to note that by providing this incremental training before all requirements had been implemented that many deferred non-key requirements were mutually agreed to be no longer needed.

As the end-user’s knowledge and confidence with the new system grew through each lab session, they became the most powerful voice and driving factor in the eventual full acceptance and deployment of the modernized system. Formal training was deployed to all end-users prior to the system go-live date, and an aggressive maintenance support program was put in place in the multiple lab sessions. The time it takes to learn a new system cannot be underestimated nor its importance from the end-user buy-in perspective. This may well have been the most important risk-mitigation strategy employed. Without the strong commitment of the end-users, who truly felt they were a part of the project development team, this effort could not have succeeded.

It is worth noting that while the legacy modernization case study described may not technically fit the definition of evolutionary acquisition, it demonstrates the criticality of an evolutionary development strategy (that includes integrated end-user collaboration) to the success of tightly coupled legacy modernization projects.

A Key Value of Requirements Deferral

It is also important to note that a key value in deferring work when using Agile practices is to provide the opportunity to the development team to maximize value to the end-users, rather than providing the program manager with freedom to reduce incremental scope.

This key value is often misunderstood. Some view the primary value of requirement deferral appropriately can be tricky, as the following examples demonstrate.

An example of an appropriate use of requirements deferral is to free up the needed human resources from a less important task, pulling a more valuable task forward in the schedule to help in demonstrating a key system feature sooner to an end-user. When this is done appropriately, earned value (EV) and schedule commitments are maintained since we are trading the value of one task for another task of equal or greater importance. The overall project risk is also reduced.

With respect to the space system study, Hantos states:

There are other considerations that would make the deferral of requirements difficult. For example, complex graphics and elaborate
display designs are important in any ground system. As a requirements-pacing strategy, one might consider releasing the first version of the ground software with simplified user interfaces. This is an effective engineering approach, but it may backfire with end-users of the system. In similar situations, satellite operators forced to work with intermediate systems having limited capabilities created resentment and blocked buy-in when the final system became available. [1]

If the lab approach (as discussed in the legacy modernization case study) was used in the space system case study, this resentment might have been avoided since the operators would not be forced to use the limited capabilities in an operational environment. By training the operators early in the lab environment, there is a good possibility they could find alternative approaches to non-key deferred requirements—as was the case in our legacy modernization project. The feedback from the operators could also lead to decisions to pull critical display requirements forward, while deferring less critical user interface functions and thereby aiding overall end-user buy-in.

But what if you are already behind schedule and don’t have the resources to pull any work forward in the schedule? In this situation, it can be appropriate to defer requirements to meet a critical milestone. Nevertheless, it is important to understand when using this technique that there is a difference between meeting a milestone and being on schedule from an EV perspective.

For example, it is inappropriate to defer requirements and then take EV for work that was never completed, thereby creating the false impression of being on schedule from an EV perspective. When less work is accomplished than was planned, you are behind schedule from an EV perspective. Unfortunately, too often today, program managers inappropriately utilize requirements deferral in this manner to mask the real project status.

Decisions related to pushing work out and pulling other work in should be made by key knowledgeable technical team members together with management and the customer. These decisions should be made at the start of each increment to ensure the best decision is made with the best available information and to ensure that all stakeholders understand and are on board with the rationale for a requirement deferral decision.

3. The Inability to Define Measures of Technology Readiness
According to Hantos, the DAPA report’s findings state that:

…there are no clearly definable measures of technology readiness, and the inability to define and measure technology readiness during Technology Readiness Assessments is the reason that immature technology is incorporated into plans prior to milestone B. [1]

Hantos responds by stating: “On the contrary, numerous sources are available to help with technology readiness assessments” [1]. Hantos also provides a number of sources currently available to support this position.

While I don’t disagree with the existence of these sources, I believe the underlying intent of the DAPA report was to raise awareness to the lack of effectiveness of these sources in achieving their ultimate goal of providing an accurate assessment of technology readiness.

How Do Successful Agile Teams Measure Technology Readiness?
Agile practices employ a simple approach to technology readiness. The following criteria give a sense for this approach [3, 4]:

- The work associated with the technology can be estimated by those who are going to do the work.
- Those who are going to do the work have established at least one implementation approach.
- The planned work can be partitioned into reasonably small chunks (one to three months).

This approach is not meant to imply that the best estimates come only from practitioners. To the contrary, especially on large efforts; accurate estimates require both a bottom-up and top-down approach. Many Agile development estimation techniques out-of-the-box don’t scale well to large projects because they focus primarily on a bottom-up estimation approach, which is insufficient for large complex efforts [4]. However, a hybrid approach composed of Agile bottom-up together with a more traditional top-down approach as a cross-check has been proven to work well for large-scale efforts [2, 3].

Some believe that on complex efforts with long development cycles that it is impractical to perform detailed (daily/weekly) cost and schedule estimates. I agree that it doesn’t make sense to formally update the project master plan and schedule daily or even weekly on large complex efforts. It has been my experience, however, that the most successful large-scale efforts manage the work daily at the grassroots level and continuously update their estimates using informal daily or weekly meetings and team task lists [2]. With the successful projects, these meetings are short and directly involve the people who are actually doing the real work—with management primarily in a listening and supporting role.

It is important to recognize that my recommendations are not meant to imply that we should wait until a technology is mature, or within months of being mature, before incorporating it. This would lead us back to a Waterfall approach where we need to know everything before beginning. This is why I recommend a hybrid Agile-traditional approach for large complex efforts.

Unfortunately, I am finding that many are missing the fact that Agile approaches are not in conflict with high-risk technologies. In fact, they are best suited to address high risks because, when applied appropriately, Agile approaches drive the true cost and schedule to the surface sooner.

Some may also believe this approach is too simplistic for the complex work involved with space systems. But does the intent of measuring technology readiness change based on complexity? If its intent relates to establishing a confidence factor in hitting cost and schedule targets when implementing the technology, then I
believe the right balance of Agile practices is the best choice.

The technology readiness criteria used on Agile projects go beyond just the need for granular work packages. Those who are going to do the work must have an approach and must have completed adequate analysis to commit to the collaboratively agreed to cost and schedule targets to complete that work.

To accurately estimate effort, regardless of complexity, the problem needs to be broken down into manageable chunks that can be estimated by those who are actually going to do the work—not their managers. Agile practices utilize the knowledge that people are the most important factor in hitting cost and schedule commitments, and these practices recognize that different people perform in different ways.

By requiring that at least one implementation approach be known, I am saying that sufficient analysis needs to have been completed during the initial planning stage to ensure that the problem has been thought through enough to see a potential reasonable solution.

On large complex efforts, however, bottom-up and top-down estimates rarely get to the same point. This is not necessarily bad. Having a challenge schedule can be good to help stretch the team’s productivity. But when the difference between the published schedule and the developer’s real work gets too wide, this strategy can backfire, leading to the wrong decisions by the wrong people at the wrong time.

**Final Thoughts**

We should not wait to have all the answers before utilizing new technologies. On the other hand, experiences on both Agile and non-Agile efforts of the past indicate that the lack of adequate analysis may lie at the root of immature technologies being prematurely incorporated into project plans [2]. It is an appropriate balance we seek.

Contractors have more options today under the current defense acquisition regulations than many realize. Agile methods can be successfully used in DoD acquisitions today; but to succeed, it is important to have management buy-in and an understanding of the implications of using the right balance of Agile techniques on both the government and contractor side.

Agile approaches will not solve all the current acquisition challenges faced today, nor will they make a complex problem simple. However, the greatest benefit of Agile approaches may not be in solving small, well-understood problems, but in helping solve those that are least understood. This is because they help us avoid making decisions too early (e.g., leaning toward the Waterfall approach) and too late (e.g., deferring the wrong work for the wrong reasons). Agile practices—balanced appropriately with proven traditional practices—can help us understand sooner how big a problem is, and can help us leverage today’s available options and human resources more effectively, regardless of the problem’s complexity.
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A Model to Quantify the Return On Information Assurance

Ron Greenfield and Dr. Charley Tichenor
Defense Security Cooperation Agency

Forecasting—and subsequently measuring—a program’s financial return is an indicator of how well it supports its parent organization’s strategic plan. This can help prioritize investments and help forecast and subsequently measure an individual’s or team’s job performance. This article presents a model to either forecast the financial Return on Information Assurance (ROIA) for Information Assurance (IA) countermeasure(s), or measure the financial impact of actual costs and the benefits of their use.

This article explains and demonstrates the structure of a model for forecasting, and subsequently measuring, the ROIA, or the ROIA model. This includes IA initiatives such as firewalls, antispyware software, antivirus software, etc. Also, it can be used to determine the actual return of those countermeasures at the end of a given time period. Organizations are encouraged to either use this structure as is or modify it, and then populate it with their local variables.

Review of the Related Literature

Two important references apply to this research. The first is the book “The Balanced Scorecard: Translating Strategy Into Action” [1], which measures Return on Investment using four categories:

1. Financial.
2. Customer satisfaction.
3. Improvement of internal processes.
4. Investment in learning and growth.

The currently formulated ROIA model only considers the financial category. This is not to downplay any other facet of IA, such as unintentional disclosure of information, loss of reputation, etc., which locally may be of equal or greater importance. This only means that there is room for future research to improve the ROIA model to address the Return on Investment of non-financial benefits.

The second reference is from Australia, specifically the New South Wales (NSW) Department of Commerce’s “Return on Investment for Information Security” model [2]. The ROIA model is based on the NSW approach, although there are particular modifications. For example, Table 1 shows a modified version of the corresponding NSW table, and Table 2 is borrowed with little change although it is used somewhat differently here.

Theory

We define the term return as a measure of the degree to which a program is beneficial to the organization. Conceptually, it can be calculated as follows:

\[
\frac{\text{Benefits} - \text{Costs}}{\text{Costs}} = \text{Return}
\]

For example, suppose a program costs $1,000, and brings in $1,500. The financial return could be then calculated as:

\[
\frac{1,500 - 1,000}{1,000} = 50\%
\]

or, 50 percent. All other things being equal, the organization’s balance sheet shows an increased bottom line of $500.

Using another example, suppose a program costs $1,000, but instead results in a cost avoidance of $1,500.

The financial return could be then calculated as:

\[
\frac{1,500}{1,000} = 150\%
\]

or, 50 percent return. All other things being equal, the organization’s balance sheet also shows an increased bottom line of $500.

The ROIA model generally views return in this second sense, as long as the organization’s bottom line improves as measured using the U.S. Federal Accounting Standard Advisory Board’s Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.

One IA goal is to either prevent or reduce future incidents of successful malicious attacks. Installing countermeasures can help achieve this goal. The ROIA model is currently based on how well the countermeasures reduce the repair or replace costs of forecasted future attacks. Countermeasures could include special software, such as antispyware software, security-related hardware, or IA training.

Therefore, we incorporate the following general concepts into the model:

- Current probabilities of successful attacks.
- Costs to repair or replace materiel as a result of successful attacks occurring before countermeasures are installed.
- Costs to repair or replace materiel as a result of successful attacks occurring after countermeasures are installed.
- Costs of countermeasures to prevent or reduce successful future attacks.
- Return on Investment and financial present values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>How Often per Individual Computer?</th>
<th># Occurrences per 365-Day Year per Individual Computer. At Least —</th>
<th>Statistical —</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>Unlikely to occur</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25 Poisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Between 12 and 24 months</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.42 Poisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Between 6-12 months</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.93 Poisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Between 1-6 months</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.04 Poisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Between 1 week and 1 month</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32.00 Poisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>Between 1 day and one week</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>155.00 Poisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme</td>
<td>From 1 to 20 per day, or more</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>500.00 Poisson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Probability of Vulnerability. Potential Number of Threats per Individual Computer per Year

\[
\text{Cost Avoidance} = \text{Benefits} - \text{Costs}
\]

\[
\text{Cost Avoidance} = 1,500 - 1,000 = 500
\]

\[
\frac{500}{1,000} = 50\%
\]

or, 50 percent. All other things being equal, the organization’s balance sheet shows an increased bottom line of $500.

Using another example, suppose a program costs $1,000, but instead results in a cost avoidance of $1,500.

The financial return could be then calculated as:

\[
\frac{1,500}{1,000} = 150\%
\]

or, 50 percent return. All other things being equal, the organization’s balance sheet also shows an increased bottom line of $500.
More specifically:

- The financial benefits are defined here as the forecast repair or replace cost. Avoidances due to installation of a countermeasure. Successful attack incidents are reduced.
- The financial costs are defined here as the forecast of the costs to procure the countermeasure, paid now, plus the cost of its annual maintenance that will be paid in the future.

Therefore, the ROIA is modeled as the following:

\[
\text{(Forecast repair or replace cost before countermeasures)} - \text{(Forecast repair or replace cost after countermeasures)}
\]

Cost of countermeasures

Also, the actual ROIA is modeled as the following:

\[
\text{(Actual repair or replace cost before countermeasures)} - \text{(Actual repair or replace cost after countermeasures)}
\]

Cost of countermeasures

### Forecasting Countermeasure Benefits

Let’s forecast the ROIA of a hypothetical system needing four countermeasures for four vulnerabilities. Start by asking, “What is the likelihood of a significant spyware attack happening to a single computer that would cause a repair or replacement during a given year?” (which is the first vulnerability). We demonstrate assuming a five-year lifespan and a four percent discount rate for present value calculations.

The ROIA model is built into an Excel spreadsheet, with the Crystal Ball Monte Carlo Simulation software added-in. Refer to Table 1 (extracted from the Excel spreadsheet) for a set of further assumptions. As shown in the table, there are seven degrees of attack likelihood, and frequencies are defined. For this demonstration, we forecast that the malware attack has a Low chance: happening at least once per year (Occurrences column) but on average 1.93 times per year (Mean column).

Note Figure 1 as we discuss how to compute the 1.93. We think that such malware-successful attacks will arrive at an individual computer in the same random way that cars arrive at highway toll booths—a Poisson arrival pattern (see Table 1). Crystal Ball requires a rate parameter for the Poisson. This is entered as 1.5, which is halfway between the 1 in Table 1’s column 3 for a Low and the 2 for the Medium. The selected range has a Low value of 1 because we defined a Low as happening at least once per year. In theory, it could happen infinitely many times, so the high value is the high value. Given these parameters, Crystal Ball computes the average of this Poisson distribution as 1.93.

After forecasting the average (expected) number of occurrences of successful malware attacks per year, the cost to repair or replace equipment affected by those attacks needs to be forecasted. Table 2 is used as a guideline for assessing the criticality of each attack instance.

With this as a guideline, we forecast the cost to repair or replace on an individual basis for each type of successful attack (see Figure 2). For this demonstration, we model the criticality of a successful malware attack to be Significant and model the best-case repair or replace cost situation as $20. The most likely case is $150, and the worst case is $400. This is a triangular distribution, with an average computed by Crystal Ball at $190.

Table 3 (see next page) recap this. For vulnerability number 1, the Internet service asset has a vulnerability of significant spyware attacks. It has a Low likelihood of happening, but if it happens the criticality is considered Significant. This should occur about 1.93 times annually per computer in our system, at an average cost of $190 to

---

**Table 2: Criticality per Instance of Successful Attack**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criticality</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insignificant</td>
<td>Will have almost no impact if the threat is realized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>Will have some minor effect on the asset value. Will not require any extra effort to repair or reconfigure the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Will result in some tangible harm, albeit only small and perhaps only noted by a few individuals or agencies. Will require some expenditure of resources to repair (e.g. political embarrassment).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaging</td>
<td>May cause damage to the reputation of system management, and/or notable loss of confidence in the system’s resources or services. Will require expenditure of significant resources to repair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>May cause extended system outage, and/or loss of connected customers or business confidence. May result in the compromise of large amounts of government information or services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grave</td>
<td>May cause the system to be permanently closed, and/or be subsumed by another (secure) environment. May result in complete compromise of government agencies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1: Poisson Distribution of Number of Malware Attacks per Year**

Poisson distribution with Rate + 1.5

Selected range is from 1.0 to + infinity

---

**Figure 2: Forecast Cost to Repair or Replace Due to a Successful Malware Attack**

Triangular distribution with parameters:

- Minimum         $20
- Likeliest        $150
- Maximum          $400

Selected range is from $20 to $400
repair or replace the computer. For the 100-computer system, this amounts to an annual forecast average cost to repair or replace of $36,670.

This calculation, however, is deterministic and does not account for the effect of the probability distributions. For example, although the average number of occurrences of successful attacks is 1.93, it could be 1 in a given year, or 2 in another year. Instead of multiplying the 1.93 before expected number of occurrences by the $190 direct cost per incident to repair or replace (and then by the 100 computers), we could—to get a better picture of what might actually happen—multiply the before occurrences distribution curve by the direct cost per incident distribution curve, and multiply that product by 100.

To forecast the expected cost before we buy the countermeasure, Crystal Ball selects a random number from the number of malware attacks probability distribution:

- This random number is converted into the actual number of times the threat occurs this year.
- Another random number is selected from the cost to repair or replace probability distribution, and this is converted into the actual repair or replace cost.
- These two values are multiplied together, and then multiplied by the number of computers (100).

This is repeated 20,000 times to produce a distribution curve for the annual cost to repair or replace (i.e., a Monte Carlo simulation run for 20,000 trials). Figure 3 shows a histogram plot of the outcomes.

The Monte Carlo simulation indicates that the possible annual cost to repair or replace all 100 computers ranges from about $3,000 to $84,000, with an average of about $28,782. This average value is where half of the area of the curve is to its left, and half is to its right, and that point can be read directly through Crystal Ball.

Assume that we now buy a countermeasure. To forecast the average cost to repair or replace after we buy the countermeasure, we multiply the cost to repair/replace by the number of times we expect it to occur and by 100 computers, as shown using Table 4.

To forecast the expected cost after we buy the countermeasure, Crystal Ball selects a random number from the number of malware attacks probability distribution:

- This random number is converted into the actual number of times the threat occurs this year.
- Another random number is selected from the cost to repair or replace probability distribution, and this is converted into the actual repair or replace cost.
- These two values are multiplied together, and then multiplied by the number of computers (100).

This is repeated 20,000 times to produce a distribution curve for the annual cost to repair or replace (i.e., a Monte Carlo simulation run for 20,000 trials). Figure 3 shows a histogram plot of the outcomes.

For vulnerability number 1, the likelihood of a successful worm attack after installation of the first countermeasure is modeled as Very Low but, if it happens, the criticality is considered Significant. This should occur 1.42 times annually per computer in a system, at an average cost of $190 to repair or replace the computer. For the 100-computer system, this amounts to an annual forecast average cost to repair or replace of $26,980.

As with the before costs, we determine the after costs distribution for this particular countermeasure using probabilistic methods. Figure 4 shows the after costs simulation results, and they are forecast to average $22,581 annually.

Each year's total deterministic benefit is calculated by subtracting its cost after.
countermeasures (Table 4, $63,134) from its total cost before countermeasures (Table 3, $243,483), or $180,349. Using a deterministic approach, we would multiply these totals by 5 (years) to obtain $901,745. However, using the probabilistic approach with the Monte Carlo simulation (see Figure 5), the average benefit (or cost avoidance) for those 5 years turns out to be $874,837.

**Forecasting Countermeasure Costs**

We now model the costs of the countermeasures. Here, there are four software countermeasure products installed. Each has an upfront purchase price cost, and each has annual maintenance. Refer to Table 5: Let's assume that these countermeasures will be good for five years each (this year and four subsequent years). The lower right corner cell is the sum of the five-year life span costs, or $98,200. This is known with certainty (by contract) and is not simulated.

**Calculating the ROIA**

The ROIA is now calculated by simulation. It is:

\[
\text{(Benefits Curve [Figure 5])} \quad \text{(5 years of countermeasures costs)}
\]

The Figure 6 simulation (see next page) shows that it is possible that this program's ROIA could range from about -600 to about 1,900 percent. However, the expected ROIA in this national example is 886 percent, and we are about 93 percent sure that the ROIA will be greater than 90 percent.

**Net Present Value Calculation**

The five-year ROIA forecast can be expressed in terms of net present value, which is an approach to comparing the worths of several alternate ways of allocating money.

For example, suppose that a person has $100 dollars. Let's look at two options on what they could do with that money:

- Option 1 might be to just put the money in the bank; that allocation option has a present value of $100 because they could spend the $100 today.
- Option 2 might be to put the money in the bank, say, for one year at an interest rate of 4 percent; after one year, the investment would be worth $104. The money having a present value of $100 has an associated future value of $104. Which option has the most (financial) worth to this person? A financial analyst will say that the first option represents $100 of spending power today. Also, although the second option has $104 of spending power next year, by reverse engineering, the investment that $104 also represents, in theory, is $100 of spending power today. So the financial analyst will say that both ways of allocating money have the same purchasing power today. They both have the same net present value.

The ROIA model examines several financial allocations placed at different times in a five-year IA program. The theoretical purchasing power of those allocations today are calculated using net present value. That way the worth of these allocations can be forecast in advance. Or, after the five years are over and the actual results are known, then the actually realized net present value can be calculated.

For this simulation (shown in Figure 7, next page), the forecast net present value of this five-year IA program is $776,946.

**Conclusions and Areas for Future Research**

A quantitative forecast of an IA program's value is important to an organization. This model's basic paradigm is that at least a part of the financial ROIA can be quantitatively forecast as a measure of the effectiveness of countermeasures to possible system attacks. This can be formulated as the ratio of future cost avoidances due to those countermeasures to the cost of those countermeasures. This requires using probabilities of current and future successful attacks, costs of countermeasures to prevent or reduce future attacks, probable costs incurred as a result of successful attacks, and Monte Carlo simulations to obtain a distribution of forecast outcomes. The net present value of the IA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Counter Measures</th>
<th>Upfront Cost per Countermeasure</th>
<th>Recurring Annual Cost per Countermeasure Years 2 thru 5</th>
<th>Total Countermeasure Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Install antispyware software</td>
<td>$6,000</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$8,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aaa</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>$28,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bbb</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$21,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ccc</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$7,700</td>
<td>$40,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$51,000</td>
<td>$11,800</td>
<td>$98,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Balanced Scorecard perspective this might fall under, and how to quantify it, might be interesting and valued research.

Other research can include the impacts of risk mitigation. There is a standard deviation to the Monte Carlo simulation distribution curves, and the impact of new initiatives to the overall risk inherent in the IA countermeasures program could be forecast.

It is also important to collect the data on actual cost avoidances as it arrives. The actuals can be used to build a knowledge base of cost/benefit information in improving future forecasting accuracy.

Future research might focus on ROIA in terms other than financial—such as the impact of compromised data. Which Balanced Scorecard perspective this might fall under, and how to quantify it, might be interesting and valued research.

Other research can include the impacts of risk mitigation. There is a standard deviation to the Monte Carlo simulation distribution curves, and the impact of new initiatives to the overall risk inherent in the IA countermeasures program could be forecast.

It is also important to collect the data on actual cost avoidances as it arrives. The actuals can be used to build a knowledge base of cost/benefit information in improving future forecasting accuracy.

Future research might focus on ROIA in terms other than financial—such as the impact of compromised data. Which Balanced Scorecard perspective this might fall under, and how to quantify it, might be interesting and valued research.

Other research can include the impacts of risk mitigation. There is a standard deviation to the Monte Carlo simulation distribution curves, and the impact of new initiatives to the overall risk inherent in the IA countermeasures program could be forecast.

It is also important to collect the data on actual cost avoidances as it arrives. The actuals can be used to build a knowledge base of cost/benefit information in improving future forecasting accuracy.

Future research might focus on ROIA in terms other than financial—such as the impact of compromised data. Which Balanced Scorecard perspective this might fall under, and how to quantify it, might be interesting and valued research.

Other research can include the impacts of risk mitigation. There is a standard deviation to the Monte Carlo simulation distribution curves, and the impact of new initiatives to the overall risk inherent in the IA countermeasures program could be forecast.
Dear CROSSTalk,

I would like to congratulate you on another superb year in 2008. The articles in the August anniversary issue (by Alistair Cockburn, Watts Humphrey, and Gerald Weinberg)—as well as other articles throughout the year—have given readers a diverse view on contemporary software development approaches.

Of course, to be fair, CROSSTalk has been necessarily diverse. Since that famed Software Engineering Conference in Garmisch, Germany in 1968 (illuminated by Cockburn in Good, Old Advice), the field of software development has expanded and diversified at a rate incomparable to any other discipline.

Comparing software development to traditional engineering disciplines, my observation is that software developers have to be proficient in everything an engineer does—but in a much larger problem and solution space. The software engineer has to be a “super engineer” or—in the more commonly observed option—must be part of a “super team.”

A key characteristic of software development (in the absence of “super humans”) is the need for those super teams. This is supported by several CROSSTalk articles I have read recently (including Cockburn’s January 2009 article “Spending” Efficiency to Go Faster) that recognize functioning teams as important for success.

Another key characteristic might be the steady stream of innovation and new challenges.

In the early days, hardware resources were enormously expensive and most of the developer’s attention was turned to the machine end of the software. It was even doubtful if software would ever be sold separately from hardware. This was the IBM age.

After that, actual software business flourished. This was the Microsoft age.

Nowadays, we see an abundance of hardware and network resources at an extremely low cost, resulting in software given away free to end-users and paid for by advertisement sales. This is the Google age. Most of the attention has now turned to the end-user of the software.

Any search for a sound and common theoretical basis is illusive in a field as diverse and diversifying as software development. The recipes for success, be it individual skills, team cohesion, or processes, must consequently be diverse and continually diversifying as well. Solutions for the problems of the past might turn out to become the problems of the present.

He who does not learn from history is doomed to repeat it; however, he who does only learn from history has no future.

—Gerold Keefer
Managing Director, Avoca, Ltd.
<gkeefer@avocallc.de>
Enforcing Static Program Properties in Safety-Critical Java Software Components

Dr. Kelvin Nilsen
Aonix

Using the Java language for the development of safety-critical code requires even more enforcement of static properties than is enforced by the traditional Java platform. This article examines style guidelines and describes development tools that enforce the guidelines in order to enable cost-effective certification of Java application code to DO-178B Level A and similar safety certification standards. These approaches eliminate the need for garbage collection, support safe and efficient modular composition of independently developed software components, and enable automatic analysis of an application’s worst-case memory and CPU-time requirements.

Software deployed in safety-critical systems must achieve the highest standards of quality, must exhibit a high level of determinism, and must rely on minimal run-time services to facilitate proof of the run-time environment’s correctness [1, 2]. Because of the rigorous certification requirements associated with safety-critical software, developers of safety-critical systems generally adopt styles of programming that are easier to certify but may be more difficult to program. For example, the safety-critical Java standard (JSR-302) offers stack memory allocation as an alternative to standard edition Java's garbage-collected heap [3, 4]. Although the algorithms for allocating and deallocating stack memory are very simple, efficient, and deterministic, reliance on stack memory introduces a different kind of problem. In particular, dangling pointers may be introduced if pointers to stack-allocated objects live longer than the objects they refer to. Certification of a safety-critical system needs to prove the absence of dangling pointers in addition to proving that each memory allocation request will be satisfied in a predictable amount of time.

The Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ) [5] eliminates dangling pointers to stack-allocated objects by enforcing the rule that no object allocated in an outer-nested stack frame may hold a pointer to any object allocated in an inner-nested stack frame. Enforcement of this rule is performed with a run-time check every time an object’s field is overwritten. According to this rule, a seemingly harmless statement like:

anObject.aField = aValue;

will throw an IllegalArgumentException exception if aValue resides in a scope that is more inner-nested than the scope that holds anObject. Certification of a safety-critical application must prove that no assignments abort with this exception.

In the vernacular of computer science, a static property is a property that can be determined by analysis of a software program without (or before) running the program. For safety-critical software, all of the properties that are critical to its safe operation should be static properties. By the time the software is running as part of a safety-critical system, it is too late for a run time check to detect that a critical property has been violated.

There are two common approaches to verification of static properties. The approach most familiar to software engineers is a programming language type system [6, 7]. The second approach, broadly characterized as the use of static analysis, augments the analysis performed by the programming language type system. Table 1 highlights some of the differences between the two.

This article describes the implementation of a type system that enforces properties that are important to the development of safety-critical code using the Java language. The approaches are somewhat unique in that our implementation of the safety-critical Java type system borrows certain techniques that are more traditionally used in static analyzers. These techniques are not usually used in the implementation of the safety-critical Java type system. We make these techniques more efficient and precise by restricting the dataflow analysis to one method at a time. Among the important properties that are analyzed by the safety-critical type system, it can enforce that:

1. A method is written in a restrictive style allowing special development tools to automatically analyze the CPU time and the stack memory required to execute the method.
2. The method is known not to block its execution awaiting some condition that is to be satisfied by some other thread or by an external event.
3. A method does not copy its incoming arguments into state variables that would possibly persist beyond execution of the method itself.
4. The objects referenced from certain incoming arguments to a method are known to reside in a scope that encloses (surrounds) the scopes containing objects referenced from certain other arguments.

All of these properties are important attributes of real-time software systems. Property 1 is important when a programmer wants to know if it is appropriate to invoke a particular method from a context, such as a hardware interrupt handler or a hard real-time task that requires a reliable upper bound on the amount of CPU time and memory required to execute the method. Property 2 must be verified for methods that are invoked while holding certain kinds of priority ceiling locks. When temporary objects are passed as arguments to a method, property 3 establishes an assurance that a dangling pointer will not result as a side effect of the operations performed within the invoked method. Finally, the knowledge represented by property 4 makes it possible for a method to safely establish pointers from certain temporary objects (the ones that are known to have shorter lifetimes) to certain other temporary objects (those known to have longer lifetimes).

Safety-Critical Type Declarations

The safety-critical type system uses the meta-data annotation system introduced with Java 5.0 to associate safety-critical properties with specific software components. Programmers use the type system of standard edition Java to specify, for example, that a particular method’s argument is of HighResolutionTime. Using annotations to augment the standard edition type system, safety-critical Java developers use the safety-critical type system’s @Scoped annotation to clarify, for exam-
The programmer inserts declarations to identify intent and the type system verifies that the code is consistent with the declared intent.

The static analyzer infers the intent from context and usage. The static analyzer may infer different intentions for the same code when used in different contexts. The static properties that will be inferred by the static analyzer are not easily recognized by the human review of source code.

By refusing to translate programs that contain type system errors, the compiler enforces the type system.

Programmers may decide not to run the static analyzer or may ignore its recommendations.

The programming language specification must precisely characterize exactly what constitutes a legal program.

The characterization of what will be understood by a static analyzer is much less precise. One vendor’s static analyzer may reach very different conclusions than another’s. Static analyzers may produce false negatives, stating that certain lines of code may violate desired properties even though an intelligent human analysis would prove that the code does not represent a problem. Static analyzers may produce false positives, concluding that a desirable property holds true when really it does not. This typically occurs when humans misconfigure the analysis in an attempt to reduce false negatives.

Because the compiler runs so frequently, type systems generally restrict themselves to properties that are easily and efficiently verified.

Whereas a compiler generally runs in seconds, a static analyzer often requires hours. Rather than focusing attention on each method or class in isolation, the typical static analyzer attempts to discover all of the contexts from which each method might be invoked, and it propagates static information known about each context into the execution of the method within that context.

To facilitate efficient enforcement, the vocabulary for speaking about types is limited.

In theory, static analyzers can distinguish many more subtle nuances than a type system and can treat particular program components as having different properties when invoked from different contexts.

The remainder of this section describes some of the annotations that are available to safety-critical developers using the safety-critical type system.

To indicate that a particular method must enforce that all overriding methods also enforce non-blocking, developers state a requirement that the implementation of a particular method does not perform any blocking operations. Java annotations have associated attributes, with default values for each attribute. One of the attributes of @StaticAnalyzable is named enforce_non_blocking. Its default value is true. To specify that blocking is allowed, developers can override the default value, as in the following method declaration:

```java
@StaticAnalyzable
@CaptiveScoped
void handleAsyncEvent() {
    @CaptiveScopedSizeEstimator
    sizeIncrement);

    When declared (as shown), the stack memory usage and the total CPU time consumed by this method are bounded. However, since the method may block waiting for input, analysis of how long the method will execute depends on understanding when the input will become available.

    Certain incoming method arguments may be declared as @CaptiveScoped, meaning that the method promises to hold copies of those argument values only within its local variables or passed to other methods as @CaptiveScoped arguments. @CaptiveScoped arguments can never be copied to instance or static fields. Thus, the invoker of a method knows that it can safely reclaim the memory associated with temporary objects, which are passed as @CaptiveScoped arguments as soon as the invoked method returns. The following declaration demonstrates use of the @CaptiveScoped annotation:

    void waitForInput();
```

The safety-critical Java type system enforces that all overriding methods also be @StaticAnalyzable. Furthermore, the type system enforces that any methods invoked from within a @StaticAnalyzable method are also declared @StaticAnalyzable, and it requires that the programmer provide special assertions to limit iteration counts and recursion depths, and to bound the sizes of any arrays or strings allocated within the method.

Non-Blocking Behavior

A special form of the @StaticAnalyzable annotation allows developers to state a requirement that the implementation of a particular method does not perform any blocking operations. Java annotations have associated attributes, with default values for each attribute. One of the attributes of @StaticAnalyzable is named @CaptiveScoped. Its default value is true. To specify that blocking is allowed, developers can override the default value, as in the following method declaration:

```java
@StaticAnalyzable
@CaptiveScoped
void handleAsyncEvent() {
    @CaptiveScopedSizeEstimator
    sizeIncrement);

    When declared (as shown), the stack memory usage and the total CPU time consumed by this method are bounded. However, since the method may block waiting for input, analysis of how long the method will execute depends on understanding when the input will become available.

    Certain incoming method arguments may be declared as @CaptiveScoped, meaning that the method promises to hold copies of those argument values only within its local variables or passed to other methods as @CaptiveScoped arguments. @CaptiveScoped arguments can never be copied to instance or static fields. Thus, the invoker of a method knows that it can safely reclaim the memory associated with temporary objects, which are passed as @CaptiveScoped arguments as soon as the invoked method returns. The following declaration demonstrates use of the @CaptiveScoped annotation:

    void waitForInput();
```

The safety-critical Java type system enforces that all overriding methods also be @StaticAnalyzable. Furthermore, the type system enforces that any methods invoked from within a @StaticAnalyzable method are also declared @StaticAnalyzable, and it requires that the programmer provide special assertions to limit iteration counts and recursion depths, and to bound the sizes of any arrays or strings allocated within the method.

Non-Blocking Behavior

A special form of the @StaticAnalyzable annotation allows developers to state a requirement that the implementation of a particular method does not perform any blocking operations. Java annotations have associated attributes, with default values for each attribute. One of the attributes of @StaticAnalyzable is named enforce_non_blocking. Its default value is true. To specify that blocking is allowed, developers can override the default value, as in the following method declaration:

```java
@StaticAnalyzable
@CaptiveScoped
void handleAsyncEvent() {
    @CaptiveScopedSizeEstimator
    sizeIncrement);

    When declared (as shown), the stack memory usage and the total CPU time consumed by this method are bounded. However, since the method may block waiting for input, analysis of how long the method will execute depends on understanding when the input will become available.

    Certain incoming method arguments may be declared as @CaptiveScoped, meaning that the method promises to hold copies of those argument values only within its local variables or passed to other methods as @CaptiveScoped arguments. @CaptiveScoped arguments can never be copied to instance or static fields. Thus, the invoker of a method knows that it can safely reclaim the memory associated with temporary objects, which are passed as @CaptiveScoped arguments as soon as the invoked method returns. The following declaration demonstrates use of the @CaptiveScoped annotation:

    void waitForInput();
```
enclose inner-nested scopes. The scopes are organized as a stack, so objects residing in outer-nested scopes live longer than objects residing in inner-nested scopes. Consider the following method declaration:

```java
// Assume this method is associated with
// a @ReentrantScope class
@ScopedThis put(@Scoped Object anObject);
```

At the invocation point of this method, the safety-critical Java type system enforces that the value assigned to the incoming `anObject` argument encloses the value assigned to the implicit `this` argument. Thus, within the implementation of the `put()` method, it is safe to assign `anObject` to a field of `this`. Since `anObject` lives at least as long as `this`, no dangling pointer will result when `anObject`'s memory is reclaimed.

**Data-Flow Analysis**

Data-flow analysis consists of analyzing the flow of information within a software module. Traditionally, type systems do not perform data-flow analysis. Rather, data-flow analysis is an advanced technique performed by static analyzers that examine the flow of information throughout the entire program, including flow between methods. A unique characteristic of the data-flow analysis performed by the safety-critical type system is that it restricts its attention to the Java byte code one method at a time. This allows it to operate more efficiently, and it establishes a foundation upon which the results of static analysis can be fully deterministic, without false positives or false negatives, and without ambiguity from one vendor's implementation to the next. The following are the steps that comprise the data-flow analysis performed during enforcement of the safety-critical type system. Further detail on data-flow analysis techniques is available in reference [6].

1. The first step is to divide the method's code into independent basic blocks, with directed edges representing the possible control flows from one basic block to the next. A basic block is a sequence of instructions that is executed sequentially, without branches into or out of the code sequence.
2. For each basic block, identify the attribute information that is introduced by execution of that block (the `gen-set`) and the attributes that are superseded by execution of that block (the `kill-set`). In many analyses, the `gen-sets` and the `kill-sets` are described algorithmically rather than with discrete enumerations of elements.
3. Define the `join` functions for attribute information.
   a. For feed-forward attribute analysis, the `join` function is applied everywhere multiple control paths enter a given basic block from predecessor basic blocks.
   b. For feed-backward attribute analysis, the `join` function is applied everywhere multiple control paths leave a given basic block to the successor basic blocks.
4. For feed-forward attribute analysis, identify the initial set of attribute information based on safety-critical Java type annotations associated with the method's declaration.
5. For feed-backward attribute analysis, identify the initial set of attribute information based on safety-critical Java type annotations associated with the method's declaration.
6. Repeat until the inner loop executes without any further changes to previously computed attribute information. For each basic block in the method:
   a. For feed-forward attributes, compute the block's attribute information by joining the attribute information available from all predecessor blocks, removing the attribute information that is superseded by this block's `kill-set`, and adding the attribute information represented by this block's `gen-set`.
   b. For feed-backward attributes, compute the block's attribute information by merging the attribute information available from all successor basic blocks, removing the attribute information that is superseded by this block's `kill-set`, and adding the attribute information represented by this block's `gen-set`.
   c. For convenience in discussing execution of this algorithm, we speak of each basic block's `in-set` and `out-set`. The `in-set` represents the `join` of information flows into this basic block. The `out-set` represents the result of applying this block's `gen-set` and `kill-set` information to the `in-set` information. For feed-forward attribute analysis, the `in-set` information is associated with the start of the block and the `out-set` information is associated with the end of the block. For feed-backward attribute analysis, the `in-set` information is associated with the end of the block and the `out-set` information is associated with the beginning of the block.

Data-flow analysis problems guarantee termination by operating on a finite universe of possible attribute values. Thus, there is a maximum size for each `in-set` and `out-set`. Each iteration of the algorithm either leaves the `in-set` and `out-set` sizes unchanged, or at least one set expands. If the set sizes are unchanged, the algorithm has terminated.

**Example Analysis of a Feed-Backward Attribute**

Because of limitations built into the standard edition Java annotation system, it is not possible for developers to annotate their local variables. Thus, the safety-critical Java type system infers type information by examining how the variables are used within the method. If a local variable's value is ever assigned to a field variable or passed as an argument to a formal parameter that is declared `@CaptiveScoped`, then the local variable must be treated as a `captive-scoped` variable. This situation is recognized by feed-backward analysis of data-flow, as illustrated by the following example.

Assume the following external method declarations:

```java
// Within class java.lang.Object
@CallerAllocatedResult
@CaptiveScopedThis String toString();

// Within the same class as the following method
@Scoped static Object staticField;
static void print(@CaptiveScoped String arg);
```
Now, consider analysis of the following method:

```java
@Scoped static Object staticField;
static void method() {
    Object anObject = new Object();
    print(anObject.toString());
    staticField = anObject;
}
```

This method allocates an `Object`, invokes the `toString()` method on this `Object`, printing the resulting `String`, and then assigning the value of `anObject` to the `staticField` variable. I will describe the analysis that allows the compiler to determine that the `String` returned from the `Object.toString()` method invocation on line 4 is allocated in this method's local scope and discarded upon return from the method. The same analysis detects that the `Object` allocated at line 3 must be allocated within the corresponding Class-Loader scope because the assignment on line 5 makes this `Object` reachable from the class variable named `staticField`.

The first step is to divide this method into basic blocks, computing the `kill-set` and `gen-set` for each. The results of this step are represented in Figure 1.

Based on the information available in block B1, it appears that `anObject` is `captive-scoped`. This is because we invoke the `toString()` method on `anObject`, and this method is declared `@CaptiveScopedThis`. Based on the information available within block B2, it appears that the synthesized `temp` variable is `captive-scoped`. Note that the `print()` method expects a single `captive-scoped` `String` argument. In block B3, we discover that `anObject` must be a `scoped` variable because it is assigned to `staticField`, which is declared `@Scoped`. The safety-critical type system treats `captive-scoped` as a specialization of `scoped`. If a given variable is treated in different contexts as both `captive-scoped` and `scoped`, it concludes that the variable must be `scoped`. This is similar to the notion of `widen`ing in traditional type systems, which allow a single-precision floating point value to be assigned to a double-precision floating point value, but would not allow a double-precision floating point value to be assigned to a single-precision variable without an explicit type coercion. For this reason, the `kill-set` for B3 removes the `captive-scoped` association for `anObject`.

For this attribute analysis, the `join` function represents the most conservative classification indicated by all subsequent uses of the variable. This same `join` behavior is applied when propagating usage information through a basic block. If one future usage indicates a variable is `scoped` when another indicates that it is `captive-scoped`, we treat the variable as `scoped` because that is the more conservative treatment. If any future usage indicates that a variable is not `scoped`, then we must treat the variable as `unscoped` even if certain other future usages treat the variable as `scoped` or `captive-scoped`. The `unscoped` attribute is the most conservative. A variable with the `unscoped` attribute is only allowed to reference `immortal` objects, which are allocated in the heap rather than stack memory. The RTSJ identifies such objects as immortal because there is no garbage collection and no command to reclaim the memory for an object previously allocated within the heap.

There is no specific scoping information represented by the annotations associated with this method's return result. Assume that we process the basic blocks in ascending numeric order. Remember that since we are performing a feed-backward analysis, the `in-set` is associated with the end of each block, and the `out-set` is associated with the start. After the first iteration through the basic blocks, we have the following information:

B0: `in-set = { }`
    `out-set = { }`
B1: `in-set = { }`
    `out-set = { anObject is captive-scoped }`
B2: `in-set = { }`
    `out-set = { temp is captive-scoped }`
B3: `in-set = { }`
    `out-set = { anObject is scoped }`

Propagating all of the available data-flow information to all basic blocks requires several additional iterations. After the second iteration, the data-flow associated with each block is the following:

B0: `in-set = { anObject is captive-scoped }`
    `out-set = { anObject is captive-scoped }`
B1: `in-set = { temp is captive-scoped }`
We need one more iteration to reach a fixed point. After, the fourth iteration, we discover the following:

B0: \( \text{in-set = \{ anObject is scoped, temp is captive-scoped \}} \)
\( \text{out-set = \{ anObject is scoped, temp is captive-scoped \}} \)

B1: \( \text{in-set = \{ anObject is scoped, temp is captive-scoped \}} \)
\( \text{out-set = \{ anObject is scoped, temp is captive-scoped \}} \)

B2: \( \text{in-set = \{ anObject is scoped \}} \)
\( \text{out-set = \{ anObject is scoped \}} \)

B3: \( \text{in-set = \{ \}} \)
\( \text{out-set = \{ anObject is scoped \}} \)

After the third iteration, we have:

B0: \( \text{in-set = \{ anObject is captive-scoped, temp is captive-scoped \}} \)
\( \text{out-set = \{ anObject is captive-scoped, temp is captive-scoped \}} \)

B1: \( \text{in-set = \{ anObject is scoped, temp is captive-scoped \}} \)
\( \text{out-set = \{ anObject is scoped, temp is captive-scoped \}} \)

B2: \( \text{in-set = \{ anObject is scoped \}} \)
\( \text{out-set = \{ temp is captive-scoped, anObject is scoped \}} \)

B3: \( \text{in-set = \{ \}} \)
\( \text{out-set = \{ anObject is scoped \}} \)

If we were to iterate one more time through the basic blocks, there would be no further changes to our calculations of \text{in-sets} and \text{out-sets}. Thus, the data-flow analysis is done.

The safety-critical type system uses this information to determine that the \text{captive-scoped} temp String created implicitly at line 4 can be allocated in this method's local stack frame memory. Likewise, it determines that the \text{scoped} Object created at line 3 must be allocated in this method's \text{Classloader} scope because it must be referenced from one of the class's static variables.

### Example Analysis of a Feed-Forward Attribute

The question of whether one object resides in a scope that is nested external to the scope that holds another object is answered by a feed-forward analysis of data flow. We use the term \text{encloses} to describe this notion. For purposes of illustration, assume that the feed-backward analysis has already determined that the new \text{HashSet} object allocated at line 3 is to be allocated in this method's local stack frame memory. That knowledge becomes an input to the analysis described in the following program fragment:

```java
[1] static void buildCollection(Boolean
Flag, @Scoped Stuff aStuff) {
[2]    Object anObject;
HashSet();
[4]    if (flag)
[5]       an Object = aStuff.field;
[6]    else
[7]       an Object = aStuff;
[8]    collection.add(anObject);
[9] }
```

In this code, the new \text{HashSet} object created at line 3 is allocated in this method's local stack frame. Depending on the value of the incoming flag argument, we insert into the \text{HashSet} either a reference to the object named by the \text{aStuff} argument, or the object named by the field variable associated with the \text{aStuff} argument. The \text{Stuff} declaration (not shown) defines an instance field named \text{field} of type \text{@Scoped} Object. The \text{HashSet} class is declared with the \text{@ReentrantScope} annotation, and its \text{add()} method declares its single argument to be \text{@Scoped}. Given these declarations, the safety-critical Java compiler is required to prove that the argument to the \text{HashSet.add()} method resides in a scope that encloses the scope of the \text{HashSet} object itself. This is required because the \text{add()} method is going to create a reference from the \text{HashSet} object to the \text{Object} that is inserted into the set. The remainder of this section describes the analysis performed by the compiler to establish this relationship.

The first step is to divide this method...
into basic blocks, computing the kill-set and gen-set for each. The output of this step is represented in Figure 2.

Note that block B1 generates the knowledge that aStuff encloses collection. This is because any incoming scoped arguments necessarily reside in scopes that surround all locally allocated objects. Also note that block B2 generates the knowledge that anObject encloses aStuff. This is because any field fetched from an object must necessarily reside in a scope that is visible from the object (i.e., that encloses the object). Otherwise, the code that originally assigned the field would have been disallowed. Similarly, block B3 generates the same knowledge because, by definition, every scope encloses itself.

For this analysis, the join function computed for node N is the intersection of all in-sets associated with the predecessors of node N. In other words, the safety-critical type system has proven that the invocation of HashMap.put() at line 8 is a legal invocation.

**Conclusion**

Standard edition Java provides the infrastructure that is required to augment the type system to speak of static properties that are relevant to safety-critical development. The augmented type system can be implemented by tools that run in combination with standard edition Java development tools by analyzing byte code. The benefits of this approach include leveraging mainstream economics of scale for much of the software and expertise associated with safety-critical development, exploiting the improved programming language features of Java in comparison with legacy languages like Ada, C, and C++, and providing an enhanced type system that focuses on properties of concern to safety-critical developers. All of this translates to reduced costs, improved longevity, and increased functionality for safety-critical software.
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**Note**

1. The JSR-302 expert group of the Java Community Process is developing a specification for safety-critical development with the Java language. The team of experts, including the author of this article, has identified a number of static properties that should be assured for any Java software deployed in safety-critical systems, but has chosen not to standardize the mechanisms by which these properties are assured. This article describes the annotation system implemented for this purpose in a commercial product offered by the author's company [7, 8]. Because of space limitations, this article provides only an overview of the complete annotation system.
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Here I am, in yet another airport, writing a BACKTALK column. The theme this month? Software and systems integration. And, of course, this reminds me of story.

I was lucky—my parents bought me a brand new 1973 Chevy Impala right out of high school. The 1973 Chevy Impala, although a great car, came with a very basic AM/FM radio.

Keeping in touch with the times, I wanted to be “cool” and install a cassette player (contrary to stories, I was not old enough to have wanted an eight-track player). I saved up my dollars, and eventually went to a local auto parts shop and bought an in-dash AM/FM/cassette radio. It came with a complete book of instructions.

Really, how hard could it be? Well, the first instruction was to remove the old radio, and provided a helpful hint that perhaps dropping the dashboard was the way to go. So, armed with a set of borrowed-from-my-dad screwdrivers, I got to work. Eventually, stuff started to come off and I was able to see the mounting brackets for the old radio. Carefully, I removed it and isolated the wires.

I remember that there were about eight wires, almost all of them black. A few had some color-coded tags, but some did not. There was a socket in the back of the radio, but it had no labeling, and several of the wires had no obvious way to disconnect—they simply disappeared into a hole in the dashboard.

Surely, I thought, the new radio instructions would explain. As I read the instructions, I noted that the new radio had nine (not eight!) wires, each color-coded. I spent the better part of the day trying to match the old and new wires. I blew several fuses. I never could get one speaker to work. I ended up draining the battery, and my dad did not have a battery charger. I ended up sitting on the dashboard light blew out. I am sure this was a normal occurrence, but I was still able to reconnect the old radio, reinstall the dashboard, and return the new radio for a “full and prompt refund.”

Years later, I bought a car that came with only an AM/FM radio. I asked the dealer how much it cost to install an AM/FM radio with a six-disc CD player. The answer was less than $300, so I said “go for it!” When I was done with the hour-long “signing your life away” paperwork, I asked when I could bring back the car to change out the radio. The salesman laughed, and said “It’s done already!” I was told (and then shown) that the new cars had a standard socket for all of their radios, and that the replacement was as simple as “Use special tool to remove old radio, insert new radio.” Total time, five minutes!

Standardization. Agreement on interfaces. Planning the interfaces ahead of time. Testing them to make sure they work. Sounds easy, but it’s not. You need a 50,000-foot view to see how the system will integrate. Programmers are too low on the food chain to see it. Most designers only understand a single system. True system architects are hard to find.

You see, integration takes time and planning and needs to be done before you start building the low-level modules of a system. Many large systems have a chief engineer, but his or her job is to understand the complex technical issues. You still need a chief architect to see how everything needs to fit together, and then design the system to work.

I have always taught that there are four phases of design: architecture, data, interface, and module. Most developers focus on the module design because it’s understandable at a low level. Most software engineering processes and tools help with the data design. And, if you are using any type of CASE (Computer-Assisted Software Engineering), the interfaces are controlled. However, the really big picture is the architecture. I do not know of any really good tools that automate the overall systems and software integration. Maybe it’s time for a CASSI (Computer-Assisted Software and Systems Integration) tool to help create, design, manage, and help identify problem areas.

Which brings me back to my current wait in the airport. I am trying to get home from Seattle to Albuquerque. My first leg to Salt Lake City is already 90 minutes late. Since my layover is only an hour, I am guaranteed to miss my connection. I called the airline to rebook but was told I can’t because their computers still show the flight out of Seattle as “on time.” I point out that since I am calling (and am still on the ground in Seattle), there is no way it’s “on time.” The very nice and apologetic flight agent agrees, but says that until somebody officially lists the flight as “delayed,” the computer “thinks” things are OK, and I cannot rebook a new connection for free.

Integration is hard. You need to plan for it. You need a system architect to help with the big picture, and plan the interfaces. You need a system architect to visualize, create, and then control the big picture—if you don’t have a high-level integration plan, the probability of the software integrating properly is close to zero. And, like the airline, when problems occur, you need to recognize them early—and take remedial action. Don’t keep listing your program as “on time” when you know there’s a problem. It will only get worse.

—David A. Cook, Ph.D.
Principal Member of the Technical Staff,
The AEgis Technologies Group, Inc.
dcook@aeegis.com

Notes
1. Let me point out that I had a choice: go to college car-less, or get a car and go to college locally. I picked the car. I joined the Air Force within a year, so I obviously made the right choice.
2. Although, truth be told, until I got rid of the car in 1986, the speedometer cable rattled and occasionally the fuse to the dash light blew out. I am sure this was a normal occurrence, and had nothing to do with my reinstallation.
3. OK, it was a minivan, but driving a minivan does not automatically label you as “middle-aged.”
4. And I can find no reference to this on the Internet, so if this becomes popular in the future, I’ve coined a new term!
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